
Automated planning and tracking tool for sampling events 
  

INTEGRATE into EQuIS workflows 

The EQuIS workflows are a  closed loop extending from SPM 

(task creation and scheduling) to an EQuIS Data Gathering 

Engine (EDGE) to EQuIS Data Processor (EDP) and back to 

SPM (reports). This reduces human errors since all sample, 

location, and facility information are exported from SPM via an 

EDD with a predefined format, based on any single sampling 

event. You can then import the EDD into an EQuIS EDGE pre-

populated data entry form.  Once you collect the data you can 

generate a new EDD from EDGE.  Finally, open the EDD in EDP, 

review and “fix” the EDD, and load it into EQuIS. SPM provides 

reports documenting the complete cycle. 

PLAN future events, tasks and CREATE field EDDs 

SPM gives you the flexibility to easily schedule unique or repetitive 

events and tasks. From a scheduled sampling event, SPM allows you to 

export sample, location, and facility information via an EDD.  SPM also 

produces Completeness Reports confirming all data have been collected. 

EQuIS™ Sample Planning Module (SPM) 

What's New in SPM 5.6 

 Copy Plans, Tasks, and Samples. 

 
Edit Tasks and Samples AFTER 

Scheduling a Sampling Event. 

 
Sample Codes changed and  

generated in the field. 

 
Improved Scheduling Performance 

Time. 

 

Import from EQuIS RT tables  to 

add batches of items all at once. 

Client Testimonial: 

“We have just successfully run our first 'proper'  schedule 
creation exercise on the live database using your brilliant 
batch scheduler.  We scheduled 112 sites for October and it 
took 3 minutes and 3 seconds!  We estimate that it would 
have taken 5 to 6 hours to schedule all tasks manually, so a 
great tool.  I cannot check every single task, activity, sample, 
result, but from a filtered list of each table viewed in Pro (EQuIS 

Professional) it all looks OK.  I will be interested to hear what 
kind of feedback you get from other users in due course.  This 
is magic.” 
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EQuIS Sample Planning Module (SPM) 

 
 

 
 

 

ELIMINATE DATA ENTRY ERRORS  

Pre-populated EDGE data entry forms ensure planned 
sampling data from the field or lab are gathered 
accurately and in a timely manner, virtually eliminating 
location and sample ID data errors. 

PREPARE & DISTRIBUTE  

Chain of Custodies (COCs) & Bottle Labels 

Pre-populate the electronic CoCs and bottle labels with 

facility, lab, billing, and reporting information, along with 

all of the planned samples for sampling events. The 

eCoC can be customized without any updates or 

changes to SPM core programming.  

TRACK Tasks on your calendar and generate Completeness Reports  

View planned activities on your calendar.  SPM provides a variety of Completeness Checker Reports, such as:  

 Incomplete Samples Report: generates a list of all 

planned samples not completed for particular SPM 

sampling events. Reported by labs or locations. 

 Unplanned Samples Report:  generates tables of 
samples taken, but were not part of the original sample 
plans. 

 Task Preview & Cost Summary Report: organizes 

sampling event samples by locations. Lists cost per 

sample based on the contract methods.  

 Bottle Requests and Bottle Labels (with bar codes) 

 Lab EDD Reports 

 Planned Analyte Groups 

 Frequency Reports:  managers can see from a calendar-

glance what  and where  it is being sampled over a year. 
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SPM Completeness Report 
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